For Immediate Release

Bass Legend
Stu Hamm at
Replay Guitar
Exchange
Bass Guitar fans take note:
This free EVENT is a must-see
on Friday, June 29th, 2018.

May 22, 2018, Tampa,
Replay is proud to host Bass Legend Stu Hamm for an evening Master Class.
“Looking forward to my appearance at Replay Guitar Exchange,” said Stu Hamm. “My band
mate Alex Skolnick was just there and RAVED about it. I have tons of friends and fans in the
Tampa/St Pete area and am DYING for a grouper sandwich! I will be playing some pieces
from my latest Solo Bass CD “The Diary of Patrick Xavier” as well as all of my hits…and a
few surprises!”
Through his innovative work as a solo artist and his contributions as a sideman to Joe
Satriani and Steve Vai, Stuart Hamm has firmly established himself as one of the most
influential electric bassists of the past half-century. Extending the non-traditional function of
the electric bass previously revolutionized by Jaco Pastorius and Stanley Clarke in the 1970s,
Hamm helped to reshape the contemporary concept of the bass guitar as an unaccompanied
instrument with the utilization of polyphonic, two-handed tapping, slapping and popping
techniques, chords, and harmonics.
What: Stu Hamm Master Class
Where: Replay Guitar Exchange
3944 Britton Plaza, Tampa, FL 33619
813-254-8880 or www.replayguitar.com/events for more info.
When: Friday, June 29th, 2018 • 6pm – 7pm (VIP Meet & Greet at 5pm)
VIP Upgrade available for $30 - https://www.replayguitar.com/products/stuhammvip for
details.
Admission: The Master Class is free to attend. VIP UPGRADE available.

About Replay Guitar Exchange
Replay Guitar Exchange is an independently owned and operated guitar store in South
Tampa offering new, pre-owned and vintage guitars, amplifiers, and related pro-audio gear.
Instruments are accepted daily for cash or upgrades. Also offered are acoustic guitar, electric
guitar, electric bass guitar, keyboard and drum lessons to students of all ages. Their fullservice repair shop can handle any type of adjustment or repair. Replay carries all of the top
guitar, amp, and audio brands such as Fender, Gibson, Martin, Taylor, Marshall, Vox, Dr. Z,
Mackie, Shure, and many more. For more information on our showroom, events/clinics, new
guitars, used guitars, vintage guitars, guitar amps, guitar effects, or guitar accessories, visit:
www.ReplayGuitar.com
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